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Special Clip-On Type Air Chuck for Regular Air Lines
5265 Clip-On Air Chuck
Locks into cap threads of valve stem when sliding sleeve is 
pushed to forward position. Releases when sleeve is pulled 
back. (Standard Pack: 10 per box)

Large Bore Air Chucks
4660A Clip-On Air Chuck
Attaches to 1/4” NPT hose fitting. Snaps on large bore valve 
when sleeve is moved forward, releases when sleeve is 
pulled back. Eliminates the need to hold chuck by hand.
(Standard Pack: 5 per box)

Tire Valve Pump Connections
8385A Pump Connection
Has rubber washer and 1/4" shank diameter to fit 7/32" hose 
I.D. (Standard Pack: 25 per box)

273286 Bicycle Pump Connection
Has rubber washer and 5/16" shank diameter to fit 3/8" hose 
I.D. (Standard Pack: 25 per box)

Adapters
317580059 Large Bore to Standard Bore Adapters
These adapters convert the large bore valves to standard 
bore for service with standard bore air line equipment. Used 
with 1759 cap.

Air-Liquid Core Housings and Accessories
6008B Tractor Front Wheel Valve
Low profile tubeless valve offers minimum protrusion above 
rim hole. Effective length: 9/16". Brass finish fits .625" rim 
hole. (Standard Pack: 10 per box)

5789 (TR-CH-3) Core Housing
Screws into all air-liquid valves and extensions shown here. 
Features O-ring seal. (Standard Pack: 10 per box)

Tubeless Type Air-Liquid Valves
These clamp-in valves have a removable 5789 core housing 
to permit fast filling of tires with liquid ballast solution. Fits 
.625”rim hole. (Standard Pack: 5 per box)

Flexible Extensions
1001-7 Dual Wheel Extensions
Flexible extensions are designed to provide convenient air 
service access to inner rear dual wheels. The extensions fit 
standard valve caps threads and include a clip to secure the 
extension to the wheel cut out. Can be used on campers, 
recreational vehicles and light trucks. 010017000  (Standard  
Pack: 1 per box)

WARNING: These products can expose you to chemicals, including lead which is known to the State of California to cause cancer or birth defects or other reproductive harm.


